ANN WITHERIDGE BREAKS
DOWN TH IS CRUCIAL ASP ECT
O F PAINT ING TO HE L P YOU
CREATE V IBR A N T AR T WORKS
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t is often colour that draws us to a piece of artwork,
both visually and emotionally, while artistic style is
regularly defined by colour choices. Whatever our
taste, a littl e understanding of the construction of
colour can help our interpretation. It is the most
subjective canon of art and , perhaps, this is because it
is the most complex. The word 'colour' alone does not
describe its many aspects. It can be broken down into
severa l specific elements.
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ABOVE: Anders Zorn,
Mrs John Crosby
Brown, c.1900, oil on

canvas, 73.7x60.3cm.
The Swedish artist
mostly used
a limited palette.

1. HUE
Th is refers to the co lour itself. Is it blue, red, yellow,
purple, green or orange? Think of the primary and
secondary colours. Tertiary colours are those that sit
between the secondary and primary colours.
Complementary colours are those that sit opposite
each other on the wheel : green and red, blue and
orange, yel low and purple. (If we mix complementary
colours together we get browns.)

2. TEMPERATURE
This describes a colour's warmth or coolness. On a
simplistic level, blues are cool, and red and yell ows are
warm . But, of course, we get both warm blues such as
Cerulean, wh ich leans to yellow, and cool reds such as
Alizarin , which leans to blue. I painted the same still life
sketch twice using different blues, as warm and cool.

THE WORD 'COLOUR'
ALONE DOES -NOT
DESCRIBE ITS MANY
ASPECTS. IT CAN
BE BROKEN DOWN
INTO SEVERAL
SPECIFIC ELEMENTS

3. CHROMA
The Greek word for colour, this refers to the saturation
or intensity of the colour, a soft pale blue as opposed
to a strong vibrant blue. White and black are not on the
colour wheel but they can completely change the
chroma and va lue of a colour. We can decrease the
chroma by add ing white and/or black. I have added
black on the outside and white on the inside of the
wheel. The colour is still as true.

4.VALUE
This is the light or dark in the colour. From deep Alizarin
to pale pink - they are all still red. We can increase or
decrease the va lue by adding black or white. But pure
white or pure black are not the extremes of va lues.
Colour, or more specifically the chroma of the hue, can
make a black appear darker. Try adding Alizarin to
black or mixing Alizarin with Ultramarine Blue and
Viridian - the black can appear much purer and,
therefore, darker. Likewise a touch of yel low or red in
your white can make the colour sing. I often add a hint
of colour to white in clouds.
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5. RELATIONSHIP
Colour, like value, is also relative. A colour can look
completely different depending on the colour that it
sits next to in a painting. In these three paintings of
tangerines I have changed the colour of the
background. In 5a , I used only warm colours, oranges
and reds. In 5b, I used the complementary blue to set
off the orange and, in 5c, I used the least chromatic
colour. In which of the three paintings is the orange
most vibrant?

When moving on to colour from a charcoal drawing,
we have two steps to take - colour and oil paints.
To simplify this process, some people like to work with
pastels first. I think it is better to start with oils, but as
value paintings. Use one colour, such as Burnt Umber
or Burnt Sienna, so you can get comfortable with oil
paint and brushes before extending your palette. You
can then add white and black to see how to mix colours
and change values.
Remember the painting process is sequential. When
we move on to values, we do not disregard the drawing.
We build the values into the drawing. Likewise when we
move on to colour we must establish the drawing and
values before colour. As a student it is easier to break
up the process to understand the sequence.

6. LIMITED PALETTE
Start with a limited palette. This includes black (or
Ultramarine Blue), red (Cadmium or Vermilion), Yellow
Ochre and white. In essence, these are the primary
colours with white added. We know from the colour
wheel we can mix primary colours to make secondary.
It is a good idea to see how much we can manipulate
primary colours before we extend our palette.

USE ONE COLOUR, SUCH AS BURNT
UMBER, SO YOU CAN GET COMFORTABLE
WITH OIL PAINT AND BRUSHES BEFORE
EXTENDING YOUR PALETTE
7. EXTENDED PALETTE
We can extend our colour palette in many ways. I
have a different palette for portraits than landscapes.
The best option is to extend the temperatures of each
colour so that you have a warm and cool of each
primary: Cadmium Red to Alizarin Crimson; Ultramarine
Blue to Cerulean or Manganese; Yellow Ochre to
Cadmium Yellow. With figure painting the colour palette
we choose can vary according to the model 's skin
tones and the background.
Landscape paintings offer us such a range of
possibility with hue, chroma and temperature. The
weather will completely inform the palette and the
tonal contrasts in the painting. I have chosen three
landscape sketches that show a muted harmonious
palette (7a), a strong value contrast palette (7b) and
a strong chromatic palette (7c).
Ann Witheridge teaches at London Fine Art Studios.
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